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Answer

We’ll assume that in the plane means we’re working on R2 .

The answer is 4! Here is a quick but non-elementary proof by connecting some theorems and propositions.
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Solution

We’ll use the four following true statements to deduce our answer.1
• We can construct a square with co-ordinates (1, 0), (0, 1), (−1, 0), (0, −1).
• The area of a regular n-gon with side length s has area
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• Pick’s Theorem. Let P be a polygon with vertices on lattice points (these are points in {(x, y) : x, y ∈
Z}). If there are I(P ) lattice points in the interior of P , and B(P ) lattice points on its boundary. Let
A(P ) denote the area of P . Then
A(P ) = I(P ) + B(P )/2 − 1.
bπ
bπ
) for integers a and b is rational if and only if tan( ) = 0 or ±1.
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Ok, now we’ll make a few deductions given these statements before we continue.
• tan(

• First, note that Pick’s theorem implies that if P is a polyogn with integer co-ordinates describing
each of its vertices then it must have rational area.
1 I’ve

linked some nice proofs at the end.
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• Next, note that for all k ≥ 3 we have that 0 < < and 0 < tan( ) ≤ 3 in this range. Hence, in
k 2
k
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this range tan( ) = 1 is the only rational that can be obtained, which occurs when k = 4.
k
• Finally, let the co-ordinates of a pair of vertices connecting some edge be (a, b) and (b, d) such that
a, b, c, d ∈ Z . We observe that if s is the side length of our regular n-gon that only has integer
p
2
co-ordinates describing its vertices then s2 = (a − c)2 + (b − d)2 = (a − c)2 + (b − d)2 ∈ Z.

Now we will connect these statements to get our result. Let P be a regular n-gon only has integer
a
co-ordinates describing its vertices and let its area be 0 , ∈ Q. Now we have
b
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⇐⇒ tan( ) =
∈Q
n
4b
⇐⇒ n = 4.
Therefore n = 4 is the valid n-gon that may exist and we have already constructed such an example. 
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Thoughts, Comments and Questions
1. How else could we prove this result? It would be great to see some using what we know in fields,
number theory, complex analysis, pigeon-hole principle as well as some nice elementary proofs?
2. This octagon completely fooled me for a long time as it almost seems to be valid!

Can we create near misses that have co-ordinates that are arbitrarily close to integer co-ordinates
for all regular n-gons on a square lattice (or any lattice)?
3. We can think of this question as constructing regular polygons with vertices on the vertices of a
square tiling on a plane. What regular polygons can we make on other tilings such as triangular,
hexagonal and maybe Penrose tilings?
4. Here is some speculation on a generalisation of this question.

We can consider the N dimensional version of this question : For which regular N dimensional
polytopes can we describe its vertices using co-ordinates in ZN ?
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It seems like we should be able to generalise Pick’s Theorem to higher dimensions by generalising
the 2D result. If it implies rationality of ‘N D hyper-volume’ of an object with vertices in ZN then,
assuming we can deduce the ‘N D hyper-volume’ of a given regular N dimensional polytope as a
function of edge length, we might be able to find out exactly which N D regular polytopes can be
described with vertices in N D.

Here are some we can make.
• We can always construct an N D hypercube in this way by taking the co-ordinates (±1, ±1, ..., ±1).
| {z }
n times

• We should always be able to make the dual of a N D hyper-cube, the cross polytope, as its
vertices will be the centroids of the N − 1 dimensional facets2 . Consequently, the vertices
should be all permutations of (0, 0, ..., 0, 0, ±1). 3
| {z }
n-1 times

• We can construct a tetrahedron using the co-ordinates (0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1).
Is there a fundamental property that makes these possible to construct these regular polytopes
in this way and others not?
5. It seems like in N D the most vertices that may lay on integer co-ordinates for a regular polytope
is 2N . Is there an intuitive reason why this might be the case? Perhaps we can prove this by
examining what happens when we transform the standard bases in vector spaces.
6. Another variation of this question is looking at which regular n-gons can we form using vertices in
Z3 ? In this case we can now make an equilateral triangle (since we can make a tetrahedron in 3D)
as well as a square. A regular hexagon can be formed by taking all permutations of (1, 2, 3). Can
all regular polygons be made this way? This leads to the general question : For all N dimensional
regular polytopes does there exist an M such that all the vertices may be elements of ZM ?4

7. Here are some links to some proofs used in the solution.
• Here is a simple derivation of the regular polygon formula.
• Here is a non-rigorous proof of Pick’s Theorem.
• Here is a proof of when tan of a rational multiple of π is rational using complex numbers.
Check out page 3.
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do not know the correct term for what I am trying to say here.
24 Cell is apparently made by combining the co-ordinates of a 16 Cell and a hypercube, so we might expect this to
have integer co-ordinates also.
4 I suspect this is not true.
3 The
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